The AL800 series of equipment fits all nurse
call, fire or alarm systems, using discrete light l
or contacts panels. This system will perform
with panels of any age and is even compatible
with panels that are more than forty years old.
As soon as an alarm is activated, a preprogrammed message will immediately be
sent to one or more pagers.

No subscriptions or contracts with pager rental companies.

No phone lines or wires required. Information is directly sent from the system to
the pagers. In addition, this is the only way to ensure complete and perfect
coverage of all parts of a building at any time.
Eliminate the noise from alarms systems and intercom audio paging. Only those
persons concerned are notified.
Numeric or alphanumeric messages are received instantaneously.
Messages are kept in the pager memory, so the user can read them at his or her
convenience. No messages get lost.
A complete system for 100 points (or 100 lights), with a transmitter, fits in a 14"
X 14" X 6" electrical box.

“...Surely the least expensive system on the market, but also the one with
the highest performance!...”
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Basics characteristics
AL800 Board

ALARMS

Antenna

transmitter
5W

AL901*
AL881*

CP2100*
Mannual messaging computer

CP2200*
Computer for message logging and printing

* Options available but not required for a basic operations.
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Industry
Hotels
Hospitals
Long-term care facilities
Nursing homes
Farms
Schools and universities
Detention centers
Court houses
Emergency and psychiatric
departments......
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♦ 5 Watts of radio power
♦ 12Vdc power supply
♦ Complete electrical
insulation through Optoisolator.
♦ Completly programmable
♦ Multi-pager calling
♦ Completely modular and
expandable system.
♦ Integrated POCSAG
encoder.

Nurse call systems
Access control systems
Fire systems
Alarm systems
Production lines
Process control
......

Many pager models available...

Contacts:

www.nordicominc.net
AL800PA1.DOC

NORDICOM INC has more than 10 years of
experience in the design and manufacturing of
wireless products and distributes his products in
several countries.
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